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Shine the light of God’s truth into the darknessYour ultimate guide to symbols and practices of
the occult The word occult means “secret.” God commands us not to be ignorant of the wiles of
the enemy and how he works. After twenty years of teaching about spiritual warfare and
demonology, Kimberly Daniels brings you the secrets of the enemy’s camp in this
comprehensive study. The Demon Dictionary, Volume Two unveils common demonic symbols
that are used in the occult, demonstrating how Satan has deceived us with these deviations from
biblical truth. With boldness and clarity Daniels defines the origin of various cultural beliefs,
shows how these beliefs have filtered into our society, and helps you recognize the impact they
are having on the current generation, including: · European folklore and Wiccan
beliefs· American cults and secret societies· African, Hispanic, and Native American
folklore· Astrology, the paranormal, and more! Drawing from hundreds of verses from the
Bible, The Demon Dictionary will build your spiritual vocabulary, equip you with ammunition and
weapons for spiritual warfare, and bring light to areas of your life that the enemy wants to remain
dark.

About the AuthorJacksonville Councilwoman Kimberly Daniels is a sought-after international
conference speaker, preacher, powerful prayer warrior, and the mother of six children. She
pastors Spoken Word Ministries in Jacksonville, Florida, with her husband, Ardell. Daniels
graduated from Florida State University and Jacksonville Theological Seminary and is the
author of Spiritual Housekeeping; Inside Out; From a Mess to a Miracle; Clean House, Strong
House; Delivered to Destiny; and Give It Back! She is also the coauthor of More Than Just the
Catch.
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